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Data-Driven / Intelligence-Driven  
Commerce
Enhance Customer Lifecycle with sophisticated customer experience

Customer experience will be one of the key differentiating factors in the future for telecommunication service 
providers. Providing a personalized experience, while driving business value and portfolio optimization, is 
essential for future growth.

In order to achieve this it is necessary to drive customer experience based on data / AI/ML models and 
managing complex campaigns to keep customer engaged.

Mobilytix Marketing studio provides the required tools to enhance BlueMarble Commerce with advanced 
AI models and campaign management
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Adapt customer 
journey based on 
customer profile, 

actions and selected 
products

Automate guided 
upsell / cross-sell 
of products across 

customer base

Increase revenue 
by targeted and 

personalized 
campaigns matching 
customer profile and 

expectations

Enhance quality 
of decisions with 

integrated business 
data from customers, 

products and 
channels

Understand and 
influence customer 

journey across all 
channels (omni-

channel experience)
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Competitive Edge

Pre-Integrated
Campaign and Customer Journey 
Management for Commerce

Advanced
pre-built AI models and studio to adapt and 
expand for specific use cases

No-Code / Low-Code
Campaign management to drive customer 
experience

Pre-Defined
campaigns for addressing typical 
commerce improvements, e.g. handle 
abandoned shopping carts

Features

Mobilytix Marketing Studio to define customer journeys and campaigns with  
integration to Commerce triggers

Over 70 pre-defined AI/ML models specifically for enhancing telecommunication use 
cases, e.g. churn prediction, customer segmentation, pre-paid to post-paid migration, etc.

BlueMarble Commerce solution with powerful rule engine, that can integrate external  
data and AI models to optimize customer journeys

Integrated promotion and recommendation support in BlueMarble Commerce  
to interact with Real-Time Marketing engine

Omni- / cross-channel customer interactions and notification in campaigns  
to enhance stickiness and success rate of campaigns.

1. Brand specific customer interface 
(webshop, app, etc.) implemented 
utilizing the generic Digital client 
framework

2. Triggering customer campaigns, 
promotions, recommendations 
and definition of customer 
journey consistently, but with 
brand specific focus

3. Drive customer acquisition and 
customer up-sell / cross-sell 
based on consolidated catalog, 
commerce solution and sales 
process

4. Consistent interface to trigger 
customer subscription and 
physical device logistics 

5. Configure backend systems 
brand-specific and aligned to 
corresponding brand process
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About Comviva
Comviva is changing the world through digital experiences. Our innovative portfolio of digital solutions and 
platforms bring greater choice, faster time to market and flexibility, to better meet the evolving needs of our 
customers as they drive growth, transform and bring efficiency. From maximizing customer lifetime value 
to enabling large scale digital transformation, we partner globally with organizations in the communications 
and financial industry to solve problems fast and transform for tomorrow. Comviva solutions have been 
deployed by over 130 Communication Services Providers and Financial Institutions in more than 100 
countries and have delivered benefits of digital and mobility to billions of people around the world.

For more information, visit us at www.comviva.com
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